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Execution 3.0 is a unique program that helps participants achieve the highest 

level of performance and effectiveness for a business organization. It takes 

the traditional motivational practices based on security, recognition, 

achievement, etc. to the next level and inspires execution by appealing to the 

deepest human drive for excellence, mastery and meaning.  

 

Execution 3.0 is a blueprint of seven essential “Next Practices” and Practical 

steps for business leaders, corporate executives and professionals dedicated 

to excellence and mastery. It is a six month program designed to push the 

envelope of execution and leadership performance for a small, select group 

of action leaders. It builds on the existing structure, processes and skills of 

the organization and integrates pioneering business practices with cutting 

edge work in neural science, human psychology and human potential.  

 

This program is being offered to a peer group of cross industry executives 

and as an in-house curriculum to the leadership team. We will have other 

experts, thought leaders and special guests join the team frequently. 

Participants will evaluate progress by measuring “key benchmarks” at the 

beginning and conclusion of the program.  

 

Following is a partial list of key topics that will be covered:  

 

 Leadership evolution and why enlightened leadership is the primary 

differentiator? How do we achieve a tipping point in the leadership team?  

 Is revenue growth and profitability a byproduct of greatness and a 

strategy to fulfill a deeper purpose?  

 Understand and learn the most important skill to master authentic 

communication, decision making, conflict resolution and productive 

negotiation.  

 Why do only 5% of leaders try to figure out how to actually measure 

what they believe affects performance? 

 How can we measure what truly counts and proactively influence 

business outcome?     

 How can we make strategy execution impactful? What is the secret to 

achieving (the elusive) full engagement and unconditional commitment?  

 How can “Presence” help in transformation from Good to Exceptional 

performance? Encouraging data from neuroscience research.  
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  Why do < 25% employees work at full potential? How do we eliminate 

execution inhibitors? 

  How can we master the peak performance paradox and infuse mastery in 

Organizational DNA? 

 

 

Execution 3.0 aims to fix the “disconnect” between authentic living and 

economic success by integrating Purpose and Values with extraordinary 

Performance. Cutting edge CEOs and leadership gurus agree that unlocking 

human potential through use of enlightened leadership principles is the key 

to improving business performance. But a practical process of developing 

such peak performing business leaders and organizations has largely 

remained a black-box till recently. 

ENP Practice Leader Sudhir Chadalavada dug deep to decode the “Black-

box” of peak performance in business organizations and bridge the 

execution gap. He is considered a pioneer and thought leader in the 

implementation of enlightened leadership principles in business. He 

practiced advanced techniques to unleash human potential with eclectic 

masters and integrated them with superior business practices, as a senior 

executive, trusted advisor and interim CEO with F500 (Intel, Toshiba, 

PwC/IBM) and small to midsize companies. Sudhir has a passion for 

guiding leaders and organizations to achieve exceptional performance and 

deep personal fulfillment.   

 

 


